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Summary_ 

The heavy ion accelerator combination VICKSI being 
built at the Hahn-Meitner-Institute in Berlin con- 
sists of a 6-MV Van de Graaff accelerator as injector 
into a 4 sectcr cyclotron with a mass energy product 
of loo. The primary design aim of this accelerator com- 
bination is 200 MeV for Carbon to Argon ions. The Van 
de Grdaff including ion source and high voltage ter- 
minal is undergoing major reconstruction. The beam 
matching and transport system between the two accele- 
rators comprising a stripper and two bunchers has been 
designed. The components for this system have been or 
will be ordered until March 1975. The cyclotron is 
being built by Scanditronix/Sweden. The four sector 
magnets will be assembled at Scanditrocix fcr final 
shimming and field mapping. The RF-system is under 
test with low power. The new building for the cyclo- 
tron is completed except for interior work. The anti- 
cipated date for first beam injection into the cyclo- 
tron is November 1976. 

Introduction 

In April 1973 the nuclear physics division at the Hahn- 
Meitner-Institute In Berlin go t the final approval for 
the construction of a heavy ion ac%elerator. This new 
acceierator is a combinationl,* of the existing 6-MV 
single stage Van de Graaff accelerator and a four sec- 
tor cyclotron. 

The parameters of this new accelerator were specified 
by the needs of the research program of the physics 
division being equally split between nuclear physics, 
nuclear solid state physics and atomic physics. The 
aLcelerator combination VICKSI ('Jan de Graaff Isochron 
Cyclotron Kombination fiir Schwere Ionen) will be able 
to accelerate all ions between Hyd;bgen and Argon to 
energies above the Coulomb barrier of any target nu- 
clelx. The ener 

Y 
will be variable with a resolution of 

i-10-3 to 2.10- . The beam currents available for ex- 
Periments will be 10-200 pnA depending on the ion spe- 
Z;eS, enerqy resolution and time resolution. 

Multiply charged icns (91 = 1, 2, 3) will be produced 
in a PIG-ion source with axial extraction or in' a 
duoplasmatron. These ions are accelerated in the 6-MV 
single stage Van de Graaff accelerator to maximum ener- 
g-es of q1 . 6 MeV. The momentum analysed beam is 
bunched to 6o of the RF-frequency of the cyclotron. The 
charge state q1 is increased to 92 in a gas or foil 
stripper. This beam is injected into the cyclotron 
along one of the four nearly field free magnet valleys. 

The maximum enerqy of the extracted beam will be 
4. . 100 MeV with the condition g1 . 100 < K f q$/A. 
#se cyclotron constant K is guaranteed to be 100 but 
Probably the design aim K = 120 will be feas;ble. The 
maximum energy for protons w;ll be 50 MeV in order to 
reduce the upper frequency of the cyclotron. 

In our original proposal we intended to use in addi- 
tion to the Van de Craaff an open air insulated l-MV 
preaccflerator or a 4-MV tandem. These plans have been 
-,ostpon*zd XI a future improvement cf the VICKSI heavy 
ion accelerator. 

Van de Graaff Injector 

In order to accelerate large currents of heavy ions 
(10-X p;A) It 1s an absolute necessity to reduce the 
production of secondary electrons produced by ionising 

the residual gas. In order to improve the vacuum thd 
stainless steel high gradient accelerating tube of the 
Van de Graaff accelerator (CN) has been replaced by an 
all metal bonded tube from NEC consisting of 20 tube 
sections. The length of the column has been increased 
by 10 cm in order to adjust it tc the tube. The tube 
has its own corona point potential distribution and is 
mechanically and electrically fixed to the column every 
5th tube section. 

The t&e is being pumped with ion getter pumps at both 
ends and the vacuum achieved is 1-5.1O-g Torr close to 
the pumps. The target thickness nf the tube is lcwer 
than 4.10-6 Torr.cm which is about 100 times smaller 
than with the old tubes. The tube has been voltage 
tested up to 5 NV, however, no beam has been accelera- 
ted. 

A detailed investigation3 has been performed tc calcula- 
te exactly the beam optics of the NEC tube. Especially 
it is interesting to know the maximum energy tc which 
electrons can be accelerated which have been produced 
at the one inch apertures at the end of each tube sec- 
tion. The result of this calculation is shown in fig.1. 
All electrons which are produced at radii smaller than 
the curve indicated with n = 1, 2, 5, 10 or 20 are acce- 
lerated at least through n+l tube sections whereas all 
electrons produced at larger radii are hitting any aper- 
ture of the next n tube sections 
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Fig. 1 Areas of a XC tube st+ction from which sfcon- 
dary electrons are being acccicrated through 
at least n = 1, 2, 5, 10 or 10 tube sections. 

To provide the additional space for the heavy ion sour- 
ce and associated electronics, beam optics, pumps, power 
generators, and coaling capacity, the length of the 
high voltage terminal has been increased from 153 to 
300 cm. The shape of the new spinning has been changed 
in such a way that the maximum electrical field on the 
surface of the spinning and the: adjoining hoops has 
been decreased by approximatc>ly 20 %. In fig. 2 the 
electrical fields arc shown for thf* old ;ird ww Lpinnin.: 
shape. The new spinning and tank ring have been deliver- 
ed and will be installed in May or June 1975. 
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Fig. 2 Electrical fields an the surface of the new 
(solid line) and old (dashed line) spinning 
at 7 MV terminal voltage. The radius of the 
new spinning is 60 cm, the ratios r,/r, = 
1.15 and ss/sr = 2.5. 

Because of the short lifetime of the ion source 
(-180 h) and possible malfunctioning of the complicated 
electronics it was necessary to provide a short access 
time to the high voltage terminal for repair, service, 
and maintenance work. For this purpose a fast gas 
handling system has been built w.~th a turn-around 
time of 3 h. 

For differential pumping in the terminal a pressure 
tight turbo molecular pump from Leybold and Balzers 
is being used. A special pressure tight forepump with 
a 50 Hz and 400 Hz motor has been developed to be used 
3 the terrmnal. The exhaust of the pump is being pump- 
ed into a 2 1 gas bottle. 

Zerminal and Ion Source 

For the production of doubly charged ions a Penning- 
type ion source with axial extraction4 is being used 
on 'he Van 3e Graaff terminal. The PIG-source was al- 
ready run in the Van de Graaff over a 4-months period 
successfully. A more detailed description on the per- 
formance and on the beam quality of the axial PIG- 
source 1s given I.* reference 5. Based on the results 
of the beam parameter studies and on ray trace calcu- 
lations, a terminal beam handling system is being built 
tie principle of which is presented in fig. 3. The ex- 
tracted beam is charge state separated in a Wien-filter, 
a gross time-structure 1s imprinted to the beam in a 

prebmcher runn:ng with the cyclotron frequency, and 
a variable preacceleration 3f up to 80 KV will provide 
matchrng to the 6-MV tube optics. The parameter settinq 
and readzng will be done via an infrared data trans- 
mission ilght beam. 

Stripper 

The enerql straggling, angular straggling, charge state 
distributions, and equilibrium target thicknesses have 
been extensively investigated for N, Ne and Ar ions in 
gas and foil targets6. Using alternatively a gas or a 
foil stripper it will be possible to reach the maximum 
energies at the cyclotron exit for Ne and Ar ions as 
given in table 1. 
Table 1: Maximum particle energies. Numbers wi*&out cr 

with parenthesis are the energies for K=lOO or 
120, respectively. 
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Fig. 3 Beam transport from the ion source to the 
acceleration tube. 

However, the maximum energies will also be limited by 
the maximum charge state ql achieved in the ion source: 
E max 5 q1 ' 100 MeV. If ql 1s larger than 2, the beam 
currents given above will however not be reached. The 
current decreases approximately a factor of ten for 
each charge state. 

The stripper will be situated between the Van de Graaff 
and the cyclotron at the telescopic image of the ana- 
lysing slits. The center of the gas stripper will be at 
the same position as the foil. The differential pumping 
will be done with two cryogenic pumps. 

Beam Transport System 

The beam transport system of the injection gath' and 
from the cyclotron to the experimental area 1s comple- 
tely calculated and designed. The optical elements, di- 
poles and quadrupoles, were specified and quotations 
were given by various manufacturers. The components 
will be ordered during March 1975. The design of the 
vacuumsystem for a vacuum cf ~10-7 torr is completed. 
It consists of a combination of turbomolecular pumps 
and ion getter pumps, which have been delivered and 
tested. Tests are performed for the monitoring and con- 
trolling devices in a 10 m prototype section. Proto- 
types for all beam diagnostic elements (Faraday cups, 
beam scanners, slits, and a device for the measurement 
of the beam emittance) are burlt and under test using 
the Van de Graaff beam. 

clotron 

The cyclotron is a four sector split pole machine which 
is being desigr,ed and built by Scanditronix (Sweden). 
The basic desiqn parameters are given in table 2. A 
Plan view of the cyclotron is depicted in fig. 4. It 
is planned to have the subsystems, :n particular the 
magnet- and RF-system asselnbled and tested at the site 
of Scanditronix before shipment to Berlin. The present 
status of the work is as follows: 

Magnets:A half scale model(fig.5)consisting oftwo full 
magnets and two central region magnets, representing 
the center parts of two sector magnets, has been built. 
It was used extensively to determine sector- and valley 
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Cields ar.d the magnetic field. iv the central reg:on, llvered and assembled in Sweden. The pole pieces have 
which is particularly important for injection. Based or removable edge shims tc enable flcal touch lup ar.d 
rhe results from the mcdel the pieces 3f the fell size shimming of t_he magnetic field. Ti?e base fie:Z will be 
magnets talie been or3ered and are presently beir.g de- s:himmed to be isochro,Jnous for deuterons. III the coming 

Fig. 4 PI.an:12w of the cyclctron 



months ar. extensive field measuring and mapping program 
will be performed giving the base field and the contri- 
buuons of the trim coils at different field levels. 

Table 2 

Magnets 
Number of sectors 4 
Sector angle -500 
Pole gap 0.06 ni 
Pole radii 0.306-2.054'1~ 
Beam radii (mid sector) 0.45-1.89 m 
Sector field 0.5-1.55 T 
Field flutter 0.63-0.82 
Radial betatron 
frequency 1.06-1.14 
Vertical betatron 
frequency 0.65-0.82 
We:ght of one sector ~100 ton 
Herght 3.21 m 
Power consumption 300 kW 
Preliminary nu&er 
of trim coils 14 
Trim coil power ~25 kW 
Current stability 5 * 10-S 

m-system 
NT of dees 2 
Dee angle ~36~ 
Gap voltage 100 kv 
Frequency range 8-20 MHZ 
Frequency stability m-6 
Harmonic number 2-6 
Rough tuning moving shorts 
Fine tuning capacitive 
Length of resonator from 
cyclotron centre -5 m 
Resonator Diameter 
Voltage stability -Yrn <lo 
Inter-dee phase 
stability <lo 
Total RF-power -z 180 kW 

RF-System: The twc cavities have been delivered and va- 
cuum tested. A first version of the dee has also been 
b'Jl,lt. It will be used for outgasing and low- and me- 
dium power RF-tests. However, for the cyclotron a se- 
cond version will be built. All the final hardware like 
stem, dee- and stem cantilever support, shorting pistori 
and coupling loop are scheduled to be finished by the 
end of this summer, so that full power tests will be- 
grn some time early this fall. 

Vacuum: The final design of the vacuum chamber is pre- 
sently 0e:r.g done. The p'mping system consists of two 
400 ljsec turbomolecular pumps with two 30 m3/h fore 
pumps and two 10,000 ljsec cryopumps. The system is de- 
slqned to provide a vacuum of l-5 x 10v7 tom. 

In]ection: The injection system consists of two in- 
flestcr maqnets (A,B) situated in the central region 
between the four sector magnets and an electrostatic 
,channcl (C: lscated ln +-he gap of one of the sector 
magnets (see frg. 4). The inflector magnets have been 
designed with the help of the half scale model and 
tests with an elcctrcstatrc inflector in the magnet gap 
have prcven, that Lt is possible to hold the necessary 
voltdge to obtain tne desired field strength across tie 
gas of the 1rYflector. 

Extractron: The extraction system consists of an elec- 
trostat:C deflector (Dj, iocdted in the injection val- 
ley (see fig. 41, a current septum (E), and a window 
frame deflection magnet (F). The necessary turn-separa- 
tirn wrll be obtained for heavy ions by acceleration 
dnd for light 1,;"s and protons via resonance extrac- 
tlon at 'Lr -: 1. 

Diaqno;tlcs: In thee desiqn of ti-rc! dragnostrcs system 
tk.e ~&:a to be Jhle to trace the beam ‘IS far as possib- 

le from the beginning of inJection until after extrac- 
tion was used as a guide line. An emittance measuring 
device (EMD) will be installed at the end of the beam 
transport system of the injection path. This EMD is de- 
signed in such a way, that we will be able to measure 
the horizontal and vertical emittance and, in connec- 
tion with the last dipole magnets, the energy-time cor- 
relation of the beam pulses. Furthermore there will be 
a Faraday-cup and a beam profile monitor just before 
the entrance of the cyclotron vacuum chamber. Inside 
the cyclotron a probe will be installed in front of the 
first inflector magnet. This probe allows to measure 
total intensity, size, shape, and location of the b'eam 
horizontally as well as vertically. A horizontal posi- 
tion probe in front of the electrostatic inflector, 
will give information to center the beam into the elec- 
trostatic channel. 'Iwo radial differential probes and 
a total of ten phase probes will be provided, to ob- 
serve the beam during acceleration. In the extraction 
path we will have a horizontal position probe in front 
of the first deflector and another one in front of the 
current septum plus the differential probes already 
mentioned. At the cyclotron exit, after the extraction 
magnet, a beam profile monitor and a Faraday-cup will 
be installed. In addition a prompt y-ray detector, 
which will work in connection with one of the radial 
differential probes, is planned. 

Computer Control 

The computer control system' for the whole accelera- 
tor system including beam lines will be based on a 
PDP-11/40 computer and a single lcop CAMAC Serial 
Highway system as a? interface to the accelerator and 
beam-line components. Operator interaction with these 
components will be done via a general purpose-control 
console including displays, touch pannels, knobs etc. 
for standard operations or an interpreter fcr more 
sophisticated investigations. 

The serial highway of about 300 m total length ~111 in- 
clude 35 CAMAC crates with about 600 modules. Special 
attention was given to the design of these modules in 
order to reduce the number of different types (5 ac- 
tually) to standardize the connector ports to the ex- 
ternal equipment and to simplify the software. 

The hardware components have been delivered to about 
90 8, the operator's console is under construction, 
and the first approach to the final software 
running. The basic control system is planned 
available for practice at fall this year, 

system is 
to be 
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